




Event/Course Title	Social Network Analysis: Applications
Date: 	27th September 2007
Venue: 	Arthur Lewis Building (Bridgeford St), University of Manchester

Description
This seminar explores a number of current uses and applications of network analysis, including applications in social movement analysis, criminology, socio-linguistics and the study of literary networks. The aim of this is both to facilitate cross-pollination between domains of application and to offer exemplars of the method in action for those new to this approach. We hope that this seminar will prove to be an interesting introduction to network analysis for those previously unacquainted with it, which will both inspire and equip them to participate in the later seminars.
The Speakers
Mario Diani (University of Trento, Italy): Civil Society and Collective Action: A Social Network Perspective.Peter Klerks (PVDA, Amsterdam, Netherlands): SNA in Law Enforcement: A Progress Report From the Netherlands.Miriam Meyerhoff (Edinburgh, UK): Shared Networks, Shared Practices: A Look into the Sociolinguist’s Toolkit.Wouter de Nooy (Erasmus Universiteit, Rotterdam, Netherlands  ): From A Sociocentric to an Actor Oriented Approach: the Case of Literary Criticism.
Course Outline (Programme)
10.15 – 10.30: Introduction and Welcome (Nick Crossley)10.30 – 11.30: Mario Diani (University of Trento, Italy): Civil Society and Collective                         Action: A Social Network Perspective.11.30 – 12.00 Tea/Coffee12.00 – 1.00 -Peter Klerks (PVDA, Amsterdam, Netherlands): SNA in Law                       Enforcement: A Progress Report from the Netherlands.1.00- 2.00 Lunch2.00 – 3.00 Miriam Meyerhoff (Edinburgh, UK): Shared Networks, Shared Practices: A                    Look into the Sociolinguist’s Toolkit.3.00 – 3.30 Tea/Coffee3.30 – 4.30 Wouter de Nooy (Erasmus Universiteit, Rotterdam, Netherlands  ): From A                   Sociocentric to an Actor Oriented Approach: the Case of Literary Criticism.
Target Audience




This seminar is almost fully booked but booking will be accepted until Sep 26th if places are available.
Location
Room G.030/G.031, Arthur Lewis Building*, University of Manchester* Please note this is a new building which doesn’t appear on the maps yet. The entrance is on Bridgeford St but if you are walking up to the University from Oxford Rd train station you will see it to your right, slightly set back, as you pass Blackwell’s Bookshop (also on your right). It is about 10 minutes walk from Oxford Rd station and about 20 minutes walk from Piccadilly. There are regular trains from Piccadilly to Oxford Rd and taxi ranks at both.
Duration
1 day




	


